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Abstract:
In water, fraudulent conduct is an issue looked by organizations that gracefully water. This
demonstration finishes in a mass measure of loss of pay and makes chaos. As of late, Researches are
being made for proficient estimations to identify deceitful exercises. There are arrangement strategies,
for example, SVM and KNN which is investigate in the paper to distinguish doubtful clients. The
examination's just intention is helping the Nalco water organization (NWC) in Jordan city for
conquering the benefit misfortune. It finds a rate over 74% which predicts the NWC's manual system. To
convey the model, we are utilizing a choice apparatus to produce the model. This undertaking will assist
with foreseeing water clients who are cheats or dubious on the site.
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I INTRODUCTION
Health care to a community cannot be provided without drinking water. So, water is vital for all living
things like humans, animals, and plants. A lot of cities suffer from scarcity of water which is the major
threat that affects all sectors depending on water for their development and their living.
In present NWC, the problem is caused by growth of population that is doubled in past 10 years. This
issue has always been the biggest barrier to stock and economic growth. This was lead the Jordan
administrator of water as in many other countries for striving, to provide the services through
reconstruction and improvement of network, that reduces the non-earning water rates. At the same
time, the company has to detect the waterloss. WSCobtain significant losses because of fraudulent
operations in consumption of water. With the help of the machine learning we are going to implement
the system process.
The person who messes with their water meter reading to curtailbilling amount is known as fraud or
cheat customer. In the current scenario, water loss is two types Technical loss and non-technical loss,
the first one which is the Technical Loss is meant to issues of the manufacturing system, the
transferring water through network that is loss of water. the second thing is Non-Technical Loss
(NTL) which is a caused by fraud customer which leads revenue loss to the company. In 2012, one
major part of the company is Non-technical loss. Non-Technical Loss is a serious problem facing
Nalco water company (NWC) which results in 14 million dollars loss in each year.
They are following random inspections for the customers. In this proposed model, we give a valuable
tool that is really helpful for the Nalco water company. So, in this project, we are looking forward to
the historical data for the billing system. The important objectives are to use well-known for SVM and
KNN. These two are mainly used for machine learning algorithms.SVM is shortly termed as a support
vector machine which is used for regression problems. KNN is shortly termed as k-nearest neighbors
that are used for classification and regressions and to detect the fraudulent customers.
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II LITERATURE SURVEY
In this literature survey, there is some classification of different detection techniques using data mining
such as Fraud detection in Medical claims, Fraud detection in credit card techniques and Fraud
detection in the mobile communication system. Introduced the credit card fraud detection model. They
used Support vector machines and Decision tree. For our project, we purposed the KNN and SVM.
Carneiro et al.[3] made and conveyed an extortion recognition in an immense e-tail vendor. They
researched the blend of manual and programmed examination and contrasted them and different AI
systems. Ortega et al.[4] arranged a misrepresentation identification framework for therapeutic cases
utilizing information mining techniques. The proposed framework uses multilayer preceptor neural
systems . The analysts exhibit that the model had the option to identify 75 blackmail cases for every
month.
Kusaksizogluet al.[5] presented a model for recognizing fraud in the mobile communication system. The
outcomes appeared that the Neural Network Techniques MLP and SMO found to give the best outcomes.
Moreover, CHEN et al.[6] proposed and built up a coordinated stage for fraud analysis and location
detection dependent on ongoing informing interchanges in online media that is social media.
Coma-Puig et al.[7] built a system that recognizes peculiar meter readings based on models
manufactured using machine learning techniques with past information. Thesystem detects meter
peculiar and fraudulent customer behavior (meter altering), and it is produced for an organization that
gives power and gas. Richardson et al.[8] presented novel security for detecting theft of energy in smart
grids. Malicious behavior is distinguished by calculating the Euclidean separation between vitality yield
estimations from the establishment over a day. These distances are then clustered for identifying outliers
and malicious action.
De Fariaet al.[8] displayed a utilization instance of forensics investigation procedures applied to
distinguish power theft based on altered electronic devices. The accessible literature identified with
recognizing the fake exercise of fraudulent activities of Non-Technical Loss in water consumption is
restricted in contrast with different segments, For example, Monederoet al.[9] built up a methodology of
a set of three calculations for the recognition of meter altering in the Emasesa Company (a water
circulation organization in Seville).
Nagi et al. [10] [11] [12] presented techniques classifying fraud behavior of customers in
electricity utilization. The method proposed consist of mixture of two classification algorithms,
Genetic algorithm (GA) and support vector machine (SVM) [12], which yield a half and half
model also named GA- SVM. The procedure prepared the profile of past customers' utilization
to reveal abnormality made by customers of Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) [13] power facility
in Malaysia. After the classification, four classes were found such as tenant change, meter
replacement, faulty mater, and copious house. A special framework designed to remove such
customers by considering the attributes and recognizing the four categories with theft customers.
This smart system hit-rate arrives at 60% which indicated that the model raised the fraud
detection activities from 3% utilizing power system in the company to, a hit pace of 60% after
onsite testing inspection. The customers who are all in the municipality GAZA as water theft are
manually marked with the label 'YES' otherwise the rest of the persons were 'NO'. This data is
normalized using the SVM model.
CRISP-DM
The Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining was embraced to lead this examination. The
CRISP-DM is an industry standard information mining procedure created by four Companies; SPSS
Inc, OHRA DaimlerChrysler AG,NCR frameworks designing. The CRISP-DM model comprises of
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business understanding, information understanding, information readiness, model structure, model
assessment, and model organization. COBOL is used for the business and financial system for
companies.
Business Concern:
Nalco water organization was set up in July 2010; it is altogether claimed by the Water Authority of
Jordan (WAJ). The organization built up ten branches everywhere throughout the concession district;
each branch is answerable for dealing with the appropriation of water and client undertakings in its
assigned zone, these branches are called Regional Organizational Units (ROU's).
Data Concern:
These areas describe the structure and nature of the gathered information. The information gathered from
the charging framework which is principally utilized for giving the client's water bills. Appropriate
COBOL programs have been created to extricate the most significant clients charging information into
content configuration information documents. The tables are the clients' principle data table, Customers'
water utilization table, and the Customers' installments table. The portrayal of the Customers' water
utilizations table (connection) is introduced in Table

Data preparation:
This period of the knowledge discovery encourages tremendous endeavors to set up the
information with greatest quality and reasonable configuration to be utilized later in the
demonstrating stage.

Fig I-Consumption Table
Data Preprocessing:
The utilization table of the verifiable clients' information contains around 16 million records for 109
thousand clients. It incorporates the utilization for the interim from 1990 to the present time. The clients'
utilization records that are identified with ROU are around 1.5 million utilization records for around 90
thousand clients. The utilization of information for the clients is put away in a vertical arrangement.
Framework:
Arrangements for the fraud detection system
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SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
A support vector machine is a directed arrangement technique. SVM functions admirably fornon-straight
direct and information, and valuable for numeric forecast notwithstanding grouping. Support vector
machine has been broadly utilized in various applications .While SVM preparing is generally moderate, it
is exceptionally precise, and the issue of over fitting is less in contrast with different label.
Support vector machine works by isolating the preparation information by a hyperplane, because of the
trouble to isolate the information in its unique measurement. SVM utilizes non-direct mapping of the
information into a higher measurement which empowers the SVM to discover hyperplanes that different
the information proficiently. From that point forward, SVM looks for the best isolating hyperplane.
More structure about this technique can be establish in the literature and max data mining book.
K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR
The K closest neighbor is a sort of apathetic learner, in differentiation to anxious classifiers like Decision
Tree, Rule-Based and SVM. Rather, KNN is a languid learner when given a preparation set it sits idle
and holds up until the test set gets accessible. KNN works by contrasting a given test tuple and the
preparation tuples that are nearest or comparable.Therefore KNN depends on similarity. The test tuple is
signified by large scale voting of its k-neighbors Let two tuples.
z1 = (z11, z12, ..., z1n) and
z2 = (z21, z22, ..., z2n).
2
dist(z1,z2) = √∑𝑁𝐼=1(z𝑖− z2𝑖)

.

Fig II-Data framework

Build KNN & SVMModel:
The models were constructed utilizing SVM and KNN calculations. In the dataset there are two
classes of clients' profiles (Fraud and Not Fraud) the clients class names are lopsided where the
known misrepresentation customers contrasted with ordinary are 2:10000 this will bring about a poor
order exactness, adjusting the dataset is compulsory for the model to perform well, an irregular subexamining is utilized in the higher class .To setup the SVM model, we run SVMLIB 1.0.6 library [28]
which is installed within the WEKA tool. We used the 10-fold cross-validation, and the holdout
methods with 71% - 21% for practiceand testing.
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Fig III-Normalization

Fig IV-Class label
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With the customer consumption diagram, we can calculate the fraud detection process.
When choosing K=1, the nearest neighbor is z4 with the class label “Yes,” therefore the model
predicts that the class label for z1 is “Yes” meaning that the customer is predicted as a suspicious
Fraud.
Choosing K=3 the nearest neighbors are: x3, x4, x5 with class labels “Yes,” “Yes,” and “No”
respectively, therefore (using the majority voting technique) the predicted class label for z1 is “Yes”,
meaning that the customer is predicted as a suspicious fraud
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The accuracies of SVM and KNN are 70%, 71% respectively using a 10-fold cross-validation
method for training and testing.
SVM and KNN classifiers are a close performance in fraud detection
CONCLUSION
In this investigation, we applied the data mining classification to perceive clients' with blackmail conduct
in water utilization. We utilized SVM and KNN assign to manufacture request models for identifying
suspicious blackmail customers. The models were manufactured using the customers' authentic metered
utilization information; the Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining. The coordinated
preliminaries demonstrated that well execution of Support Vector Machines and K-Nearest Neighbors
(had been practiced with as a rule exactness around 70% for both. Being used of the proposed model, the
water utilities can rise cost recuperation by decreasing managerial Non-Technical Losses (NTL's) and rise
the profitability assessment staff on location investigations of suspicious extortion clients.
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